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Families, children and adults share their stories of Â encounters with non-human intelligences and

their understanding of a Â intimate Â connection genetically. Â  Are non human intelligences

assisting humanity to evolve into a new aware specie?.Exponential increase Â in indigos&#39;

ADHD, Dyslexia,Asbergers and Autism, are they New programs for humanity? Â 
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I Love Mary Rodwell and everything she does....Her books are loaded with amazing detail and

information and the New Human is NO exception....can't get enough....Thank You Mary for putting

this information out for the public know.

Brilliant book... after some controversial informations for many years, finally a well researched and

solid about those who are coming.

A wonderful resource that is full of compelling examples.

I see this as a very important book.On the surface all it does is present transcripts of several

interviews with children who reported having some sort of ET encounter, and their parents.But these

kids have things to say like nothing you ever saw on Art Linkletter.They discuss science, religion,

politics, and many other topics usually addressed only in academia.Yet these are kids.Read through

these stories, and if you aren't already familiar with this material, it will change you.



Mary Rodwell is a very professional and thorough researcher who brings new light and

understanding to the field of ET/human contact. Indigenous people have long spoken of the current

shift that Planet Earth and humanity are passing through at this time, from 4th to 5th world

consciousness. This shift involves the expansion and upgrading of human consciousness. This is

our evolutionary path, which has been taking place gradually over several generations, helped

along by higher evolved off-planet helpers, and resulting in the so-called 'star children.' This

specialized process cannot be achieved without outside assistance as it involves the repair and

activation of more DNA, hence the increased level of ET contact since the 1950s. The catalyst

which started this program was the detonation of the atom bomb that ended WW2, but which also

carries the potential to end humanity. Thus the off-planet intervention.An aspect of this process that

is not acknowledged openly is the high level of interference going on. This is being carried out by

wholly Earth-based agents whose agenda is to block the evolutionary process from happening.

Reading between the lines, it is obvious that a number of these star children are being subjected to

this interference, as are many people undergoing genuine off-planet contact. This Earth-based

MilAb (Military Abduction) program is specifically aimed at causing maximum confusion, to cause

people to fear and distrust the genuine ETs, who are only here to provide positive assistance.

This book is so enlightening!!! If all people read this book we as humanity would be so much farther

ahead! It is full of such valuable information! This book is a (must read)! Thank-you Mary Rodwell.

Excellent. Lots of amazing information here, not just from and about young people either- some

incredible multidimensional data from many adults too. My fav was the section towards the end from

'Michael and Julia.'

I'm in the middle of reading this book, and its an Earth-shaking document everone should read. Be

prepared though, that your belief systems are going to be confronted with the truths that may be

hard on your in-the-box thinking you were programmed to STAY in. The book is mainly interviews

with extremely young children who were born wide awake, with the mission of helping the

Awakening of humanity, a battle thats not going to be easily won. The dark powers on this planet,

the black ops military guys who show up so often to harass UFO experiencers, and threaten their

lives, DO NOT WANT THE AWAKENING TO HAPPEN. The frequencies that surround us in wifi,

cordless phones, cell phone towers and phones, are chosen specifically to dumb us down and keep



us contained and shielded from the enlightening energies that are now bathing our planet to aid us

in breaking free from enslavement. The stories we have heard about there being bases on Mars

and the Moon, are told to us again by these little kids, some of whom have been sent there by

military operatives, for the purpose of harvesting their information, then using mind control devices,

dumb them down and drop their frequencies to make them forget who they are. The book is like a

guided tour of the universe, which is teeming with life, some good ET's, some not so good. The

book is long and detailed, these are real children she is interviewing, the level of intelligence of

some of them is astounding, they talk like 40 year old physics guys! I can't recommend this book

enough, if you can feel the awakening that is trying to happen, arm yourselves with the truth of what

is going, its a literal war for our souls. We WILL win, but we need all of us to do it.
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